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ABSTRACT 

	

The interrelationship of T QI  T Q * l  and 	all of, which 

have been used by various authors to describe the relaxation 

of branch imbalance, is critically reviewed with emphasis on the 

tractable •case of disequilibrium geneated by low voltage 

tunnel injection and on the physical basis for the differences 

among the various times. 
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A tunneling current from a normal metal into a super-

conducting film generates a potential difference V between 

pairs and quasiparticles in the superconductor 1 . The quasi-

particle potential can be sensed by a second normal metal 

film coupled via a tunnel barrier to the reverse side of the 

superconductor. Sinde the pair chemical potential remains 

constant throughout the superconductor, V is conveniently 

measured relative to a second probe (normal or superconducting, 

tunneling or metallic) coupled to the superconductor at a 

point far from the injection region. Tinkham and Clarke 2  (TC) 

and Tinkham 3  (T) showed that 

V = Q*/2eN ( o ) g  
NS 

Here, g(T) is the measured normalized conductance of the probe 

junction in the limit eV<<kBT, and N(0) is the density of 

* 
states for electrons of one spin. The quantity eQ is the net 

quasiparticle charge per unit volume, with 

CO 

=Ef k q = 2N(0) 	- k< dEk 	
, 	 (2) 

where f is the occupation number of the state k, k>  and  k< 

refer to states of energy Ek = (2 + E2) 1/2 with k >. kF and 

k < kFs respectively, and 

2 	2 	2 	2 1/2 	
) 	(3) ck/Ek = uk v k  = ±(E k  - A ) 	/Ek = 	k 
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is the effective charge of a quasiparticle in the state k. 

2 	 2 	 1 
In Eq.(3), uk ( ek )  = vk ( k )  = 	(1+Ek/Ek), and N(Ek) is 

the normalized. BCS density of states. [Here, and throughout 

the paper, we neglect all rounding of .  the BCS density of states.] 

Thus, Eq.(l) implies that 
Q* 

can be considered to be a directly 

measurable quantity, apart from the usual material parameter N(0). 

* 
One wishes to interpret measured values of Q (I i .,V 

 i 
 •,T) 

nJnJ 

in terms of an injection rate and an appropriate relaxation 

time. In their original work, TC considered an injection rate 

inj and relaxation time T Q of the quasiparticle number branch 

imbalance Q defined by 
00 

- <k< = 2N(0) 	N(Ek) 	k> - .fk<)dEk 	 (4) 

which differs from Q 
*

in that it does not take account of the 

fractional effective charges. Subsequently, Schmid and Sch6n 4  

(SS), and, later still, Eckern and S.çh6n 5  (ES) calculated 

these (and other) effects using a description that involves 

electrons rather than quasiparticles. In this picture, the 

total injected current (without regard to its quasiparticle 

composition) is taken as the source of the effect, and the 

áharacteristic time TR  is proportional to the ratio of V 

to this total current.' More recently, Pethick and Smith 6  (PS) 

introduced an alternative approach using the quasiparticle 

description in which they consider the injection rate Q. j  

and relaxation time 	= TQ* of the charge imbalance Q . 
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The purpose of this Comment is to make completely explicit 

the interrelationship among T.1 T*, and T Ry and their relation to 

experimentally measureable quantities. This is done by drawing to-

gether results from the literature, and discussing in parallel the 

physical basis for the different approaches. We conclude, in agree-

rnent with PS, that T Q* is a more appropriate time than T Q  and should 

supersede it, whereas TR reflects a different conceptual point of 

view. For clarity, we confine almost the entire discussion to 

the analytically tractable case of low voltage injection, where 

eV 	<< k T. We also comment on the ielation between the measured 
in] 	B 

relaxation times and the quasiparticle lifetime. 

The three schemes outlined above can be expressed as 

follows: 

* 
Q 	= (I 	./e)T 	 (SS) 	 (5) 

in] 	R 

Q* 	
njTQ* 	 (PS) 	 (6) 

and 	
= (*/Q)Q 	

T , 	 ( TC) 	 (7)
inj 

where Q is the volume of the non-equilibrium region, and we 

have identified the SQ 	 of PS with 

In Eq. (5), I. 	is the total electric current injected; 	 I  
ni 

CO 

G 	(NN 	
N (E)[f(E-eV 	.) -f(E+eV. .)]dE 	

(5a) 
in] 	e 	 i 3 5 	 nj 	 lflJ 

I 
00 

+ GNNVi n j[ 2 	(_H)N5(E)dE] 	GNNVifljY(T) 	
(5b) 

(eV 
ifl] 

<<k 
B 
 T) 
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Here, GNN is the tunnel conductance with both metals in the 

normal state. Note that the Yosida 7  function Y(T) is the same 

as g 	for the ideal BCS case. We use the notation Y to avoid 
NS 

confusion with the measured g 	of the probe junction whichNS  

appears in Eq.(1). 

In Eq.(6),Q. j 
 is the rate of injection of net quasi-

particle charge, shown by Pethick and Smith to be 

CO 

= 
GNN c N 1 (E) [f(E - eV 

i
) - f(E + eV inj  ) JdE 
	(6a) 

in) 	e 2 2 •) 
S 	 nj  

CO 

GV 	
[2 	C- 	) N_l( E )dE ] 	

1 Z(T) = 	 (6b) 

	

(eV 	<< kBT) in) 

Note that this Z(T) is identical w'ith the f(T) of 3 He literature 8 , 

but we prefer a different notation to avoid confusion with the 

Fermi function. 

In Eq.(7), Q.. is the rate of injection of branch im-

balance, found by Tinkham and Clarke 2  to be 

00 

=! S [f(E_ev.)_f(E+eV  i  .)]dE 	 (7a) 
inj 	e2c7 	

in) 	 n) 

00 

+ GNVi. 	5 - 	dE}E 	 [2f(z)] = 2f() 
	iflj 	 (7b) 

(eV in) 	B 
<< k T) 

The reasons for considering the several schemes can be 

summarized as follows. Equation (5) has the advantage of 
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defining tR in terms of a strictly measurable quantity 

Equation • (6) deals most straightforwardly 

with the central quantity Q* 
	Equation (7) is appropriate if 

one focuses on the branch imbalance Q rather than the 

f rac tional-charge-weighted imbalance 
Q*• Historically, Eq.(7) 

was the first approach used 1-3 but here we support the pro-

posal. of PS that it be superseded by Eq. (6) 

We consider in detail only the case of.low injection 

voltage, eV.. << kBT where the response Q*(i.e. V) is linear 

in I.., and can be calculated explicitly. Then, the con- 

sistency of Eqs.(5), (6) and (7) requires the following relations 

between the various relaxation times and the nieasured quantity : 

= TQ* = 

 

2*2f(A) 	= ____ = 2eN(0) [NSJ 2e2N(0) 
in] 	 in] 

., (eV 	<<k B T). 	(8) 

[At higher injection voltages, the factors relating the. times 

would have to be replaced by the more general forms from 

which they were derived, namely (Z/Y) by (ec1Q!/I) and 

2f(t,)/Y by (ecQ../I.) .1 The ratio .Z/Y, which determines 

T* 
for this low voltage injection case, is a well-defined R/T Q   

function o fT, which reduces to 1 at T 
C B and to (k T/L) at low 

temperatures (see Appendix). It is plotted in Fig.l. 

ri 
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To find the relation of T to T Q * and TR,  one must obtain 

a value for 
Q*fQ, 

which depends on the distribution of non-

equilibrium quasiparticles. For the present case of low- 

voltage injection, and especially near T where TR:  T Q *: TQ>> TE 

it seems plausible that the energy distributions should be 

characterized by Fermi distributions with shifted chemical 

potentials. In the original Tinkham-Clarke work, it was 

assumed that the two branches of the quasiparticle spectrum 

were described by independent chemical potentials, such that 

Ek was measured relative to p>  and i<  for k> kF  and k < kF, 

respeçtively. In that case, it follows that 

- Sf <  T (- fi) •(ii> - 1.1<) . 	 (9) 

With this form for (5f >  - Sf<), it iseasy to show that 

Q*/Q 
= 2f()/Y. Thus for eV.. << kT, one, finds T Q /T Q* = 

Y(T)Z(T)I[2f(I)] 2 , which ranges fróm 1 	T = T to 7T12 

at T=O. However, in the more recent work of PS, it is 

argued that it is more physically reasonable to measure 

(rather' than Ek)  for both k> and  k<  states relative to a 

single shifted chemical potent.ial'ii, so that E = [A 2  + ( - 611) 

where 611 is the change of i relative to the pair chemical potential,1i 5 . 

This causes a change in occupatIon number 

afaE 	af c = 	—sp = (- -) 	
, 

so that 

= 2(- J4_itSi . 	 ( 10) 
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In Eq.(10), we have replaced le -pI by jej, since 
I 

6p is very 

small. A distribution of non-equilibrium electrons similar 

to Eq.(10) is also found in the work of Schmid and Schön, and 

in the numerical s-olution to the kinetic equation reported by 

Chi and Clarke 9  for the case of high voltage injection. [Note that 

of. SS is (s/E)Sf in our notation.] With the form given in Eq. (10), 

one finds Q*/Q=Z(T)]2f(&), sothat, from Eq.(8), at least in this 

limit of low voltage injection ?T.Q= T Q * for all temperatures 10 . 

In the more general case ofeV. . >k T and A > k T, inj- B 	 B 

there is no simple expression for Q*/Q, although the computer 

result of Chi and Clarke supports the notion thatZ(T)/2f(L) 

may be a good approximation quite generally. In view of this 

uncertainty, and because the case for using Eq.(lO) seems 

persuasive, it seems preferable to simply abandon the T Q  

scheme in favor of the, T Q* scheme, as was suggested by Pethick 

and Smith, and hereafter to concentra'te on a comparison of the 

T Q* and TR 
approaches, where a real' difference of viewpoint exists. 

We have already seen that near T, where L<<kBT, the 

difference between I i 	 i 
/e2 and Q. . and hence between r and 

nj 	 nj 	 R 

T Q* is small. At lower temperatures the factor c 2 /E 2 , which 

is different in •the expressions for Qj [Eq.(6b)] and i/ecl 

[Eq.(5b)1,has the effect that 	falls below I./ec2 by 

the factor Z/Y plotted in Fig. 1 . At low temperatures this 

ratio becomes z kBT/i (see Appendix). As a result, the 
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inferred value of TR  will be a factor Z/Y lower than the 

inferred value of 	for the same experimental data 	This 

difference in definition of T and T Q* stems from the 

conceptual difference in the description used by TC and PS 

compared to that used by SS. In the SS formulation, the 

entire injection current I.lnJ . appears as a source for a 

quasiparticle charge (no factor c 2 /E 2 ). However, near the 

gap edge the charge is very rapidly converted into a super-

current at a rate [Es (28)1 

1 	
2A2 1. 

iV 	-T 	 () 
cony. 	1 	E 

which diverges at the gap. [The notation here follows SS and 

ES. N 1  is th.e density of states and N 2 •describes the quasi-

particle-pair conversion as indicated by this equation. For 

11 
further details, the reader should eonsult the original papers 4 ' 5 '.J 

Adding to this term the "scattering out" rate 1IT 	we find 

an energy-dependent rate (E2/c2)1'rE. Thus, while in the TC-PS 

picture the injection rate is reduced by a factor e 2 /E 2 , in 

the SS approach the conversion rate is enhanced over the 

22 
electron-phonon scattering rate by a factor E / . The 

resulting stationary quasiparticle distribution functions are 

the same in both approaches [Eq.(10)1. The difference seems 

to be mainly semantic, at least in the steady-state situation. 

In practical experiments at low temperatures, the injection 

voltage is normally large compared with A le in orde-r that sufficient 

currentbe injected togivemeasurablebranchimbalancevOltages. In 
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in] that case, both 
I in] 

and Q 	become non-linear functions of 
-  

V. 	as well as of T, and the inferred relation between t R 

and t * also becomes a function of V in] as well as T. A 
Q  

particularly illuminating example is found in the work of Chi 

and Clarke 9 , in which the injected current is provided by an 

S' - S tunnel junction. In that case, there is a step increase 

in I 	when Vjnj passes through (1+t')/e but no corresponding 
inj

change is observed in the measured probe voltage. Because the 

entire increase in injected current occurs at the gap edge, 

where the effective charge Ek/Ek is zero, there is no change in 

Q. at the step, and hence the experimental result implies that inj 

TQ* also holds constant through the step. By contrast, TR 

must decrease abruptly to reflect the constant observed V in 

the face of an abrupt increase in I in] 
.. This example shows 

that some gain in insight can be Obtained by decomposing the 

Schmid-SchOn T into two factors as t = F t * E (eQ . i fl ] 11 '.'r ) 	, 
R 	 R 	Q 	 ifl] 	 Q 

since the first factor is readily calculated and leaves a value 

for T 	which is apparently relatively stable with respect to 

changes in injection conditions. 

Having measured T Q* or TRI one would like to determine a 

value for the quasiparticle lifetime, TE(T); due to electron-

phonori collisi.ons. In general, the inverse lifetime for a 

quasiparticle of energy E is the sum of the scattering and 

recombination rates: 
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r(T) = i(E,T) + T1(E,T) . 	 (12) 

In particular, one is interested in the normal state life-

time at the Fermi energy and at T c ol 
TEO(Tc) . We can also 

relate TE0(T) to the time T of Kaplan 	12 (K) by using 

K(18) and noting that, since t 1 (0,T) 	T 1 ( 0, T )  

T 10 	 t (T) = 7(3). 1  = 8.4T 0 1  . 	 (13) 

Very close to T, the relation between T Q * or TR and 

4,6,13 
TEO(TC) is practically independentof injection voltage 

(Y/Z)TR = T* = 4kBTTEo(Tc)/1T. 	 (14) 

At lower temperatures, the relation of a measured value of 

tQ  or:TR to TE(T) depends on temperaF.ue and injection 

voltage, and, in general, must be determined by a computer 

calculation. Such a calculation 13  indicates that Eq.(1'4) is 

accurate to within ±15% for eV in] 
< 3(T) and A < k T, an 
- 	 - B  

accuracy that is probably adequate for most practical purposes. 

The computations have also been extended to lower temperatures, 

but we emphasize that, in general, elastic impurity scattering 

in an anisotropic superconductor will make a substantial contri-

bution to or , particularly at low temperatures where it 

eventually dominates. Also, magnetic impurities or •an external 

magnetic field, if present, can drastically reduce TR. Since 



- 

the results given in this paper pertain to.the caseof in-

elastic phonon scattering only, they can be used only in the 

absence of such magnetic pair-breaking perturbations, and at 

temperatures high enough that the elastic scattering'-anisotrOPY 

mechanism is dominated by the inelastic phonon one. This con.-

sideration combined with the need for a reliable quantitative 

theory implies that, in most practical situations, one can obtain 

reliable estimates of TEO(T) only from data taken in the limit 

If one bears in mind these lithitations, the absence 

of phonon-trapping effects (which can be uncertain to a factor 

of - 2) gives this type of measurement a substantial advantage 

over measurements of effective recombination times or energy 

relaxation times asa means of determining TE' 	oreover, these 

measurements have intrinsic interest as a unique exaiule of a 

type of transport phenomenon in whi ch, the inelastic scattering 

time is dominant, since (apart from gap anisotropy effects) 

elastic scattering' is ineffective for relaxing branch imbalance. 

0 
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APPENDIX 

• We .  define two integrals, and give their asymptotic values: 

Y(T) = 2 	N(E)(- 	)dE 	 (Al) 

+ • i - 	 9 ) (()2 	
. ( << kT) 

4ir . 	 B 

+ (211t)l/2 	fkBT 	 (A >> kT) 
B 

and 
Go 

Z(T) = 2 5 N(E)(- 4)dE 	 (A2) 

+ 1 	4kBT 
+ 	 ()2 	

(<<kBT) 
B 4 ...

1. 

• 	
- 	 kT 	• 	 . 	 . 

~ '-4- Y(T) 	 (t>> kBT) 

where 	(3). = 1.202...... . 	 Strictly speaking, Y and Z are 

functions of (/kT). They become functions of T if one takes 

the BCS form of (T). 	• 

1 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS, 

Fig. 1 The ratio Z/Y vs A/kBT. From Eq. (8), Z/Y = T R/TQ* I 

for low injection voltages. The quantities Y and Z 

are defined in Eqs.(5b) and (6b), and discussed further 

in the appendix. 

I' 	 I 
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